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Message from the Chairman
Rules

great institution. As travel down the memory lane, I recollect when we founded IFIM
Business School in 1995 with meager resources in a small building. Over the years, the
Directors, faculty and staﬀ have toiled day and night to take this institution to great heights
that we see today. They were guided by the Board of Governors which comprises of many
men and women of merit and eminence now and in the past. They were supported richly by
the industry, statutory bodies, the Government and friends of IFIM. There was a big role
played by the students of now and the past to make this institution a place of pride for all of
us. To all of you on this momentous occasion, I express my gratitude.

I wish you all God Speed and great success in the years to come.
With best wishes
V.B. Padode

g

Our great country is on the cusp of transformation. The education sector is going to see
many new benchmarks in quality and service. As we grow new institutions in our group, we
stand committed to our vision and mission. We also stand by our cherished values that drive
all our actions in running these institutions. We have proved it to the society that value
based education can be for its uplifting and a contributor to the nation building.
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On the Twentieth Founders Day of IFIM, I extend my warm greetings the entire family of this
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VISION
Nurture holistic, socially responsible and
continuously employable professionals

MISSION

ं तः वष पूरे ए,
वश
सुख, समृ और हष,
I.F.I.M. यवुा आ,
उभरा बन आदश।
छा , प रजन, म , श क,
साधे सबका िहत,
े व ा का लए ये,
गुण व भ सं चत।

To be the most sought after destination
for quality management education in India

‘TRANSFORM AT IFIM’ is our theme that enables us to focus and
integrate all our actions towards a single-minded purpose of
‘Transforming our Students’ - over the two years, from orientation
to convocation. On graduation they are armed not just with a
management degree, but also with wings to y.

शोध सृजन, च र गठन,
परम ान व ार,
पाने को मन,करम,वाणी से,
तब सम (IFIM) प रवार।
उ ास का ये िदवस शुभ हो,
नव सफलता का वरन हो,
भु कृ पा से नए यगु का,
सफल थम ये चरण हो।
Dr. Gunjan Mohan Sharma

Q: What are the most important qualities of a leader and
how can one become a successful leader?
Sr Sri: The most important quality in a leader is that he is not
asserting his leadership. In any eld, whether political, social,
economic or religious, a leader needs to have compassion and
qualities of sacri ce, willingness to sacri ce personal or selfinterest, for the sake of the company, for the sake of the people. And

Enlightening Leadership
H. H. Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
Q: How do you manage Art of Living, a huge organization spread in 152 countries?”
Sri Sri: I don’t manage at all. It gets managed. I don’t meddle with anything, simply let it happen. An
important aspect of leadership is letting go of control. The whole philosophy of life is based on letting go.
See, you aspire success but you are not taking those steps behind success. You want success, you only
make use of the aspect of action. But not every action will lead to success. For any success to happen, rst
of all, comes a thought. The thought gets translated into will, will gets translated into action and action in
turn brings success. Before success, action is necessary and behind action intention is necessary.
How do we strengthen our intentions? That is the skill. Intention will be strong only when you learn to

not lose sight of the goal. Leaders should lead by example and lead by
backing and not assert his leadership. Further, to become a successful a
leader is to care for people whom you lead. Just care for them. That’s it.
And not lose sight of the goal.
Q: The path to the goal can have many thorns. What should leaders do in such
diﬃcult situations?
Sr Sri: First of all know that you are bigger than any challenges you face. This one sentence, ‘I
am bigger than the challenges that are in front of me’, will give you enormous con dence and
energy to deal with the situation. The second aphorism that I would say is that you must have the faith
that only the best will happen to you. Only the best can happen to you. And third thing is clarity.
Clarity in what you are doing, the intention is pure, intention is correct in what you are doing. Appears to

let go.

be very rosy, but it is not impractical. And I tell you these things spontaneously start happening when we
have balance in our life. Working with the right balance. Then we are free from stress, then we are free from

Q: What is “ Letting Go”?
Sri Sri: First of all, are you in control when you are sleeping? Are you in control when you are dreaming?

greed and jealousy.

No! Are you in control of any function of your body? Your heart is pumping all by itself. Your liver functions
itself. Do you have any control over them? So when you realize you really do not have control over all
major things that are happening in your life you stand up and laugh: “Oh, what am I thinking? Am
I really in control of something?

Q: How to deal with competition?
Sri Sri: In the competitive world, it is quite but natural to have jealousy. But if you are centered, if your
vision is broader, you compete with yourself, you don’t need to look at somebody else. Because the

Are you in control of the sun and the moon moving or even earth rotating? Are you in

moment you see the other then you become weak somewhere. It’s like when you are running in a race you

control of the thoughts that come into your head? Once you realize, that the very

don’t look to the person next to you, you only see your own track. When you are running a race how do you

idea that you are in control is in itself an illusion, you relax. And that relaxed state is

do it? You put your 100%. If someone else also puts his 100% they also succeed. It is up to them. You put

called surrender.
What is surrender? Surrender is a state of mind, where you are absolutely at

your 100% and that is it. While you are running and you look around others you will lose the race. So for
you to really succeed you simply have to look at your own track.

home, totally relaxed-no fear, no anxiety, no burden, no problem. Surrender

When you can attend to core of your own talent, no competition is there. When inner strength comes,

is your nature, you don’t have to do it. When you are natural, in state of

there is no competition. You excel in whatever you do. A successful businessman always believes that

childlike innocence, you are already in state of surrender. When you cannot

something more than his eﬀorts has gone into it. It is not his eﬀort that is bringing him luck. There is more.

surrender, then you put in eﬀort, eﬀort makes you surrender

Recharge yourself again and again.

Q: The world’s greatest leaders faced a lot of criticism. Is that necessary? How does one deal with
criticism?
Sri Sri: Just welcome it. Welcome criticism. If there is any substance, take it. If there isn’t any, laugh it oﬀ, ignore
it. Everyone should have the ability to take criticism and give criticism. We should not shy away from criticism.
We should welcome criticism, at the same time we should give back constructive criticism wherever,
whenever it is needed.
Q: What are the various factors on which one should assess employees’ performance?
SriSri: The con dence in a person. The smile and con dence with which a person takes a failure, shows he is
successful. Someone may not have got the result but if you see unshakable con dence in him and a smile in a
person, know that he is successful. A person who has got good result, but he is still shaky and fearful, doubtful,
or the personality has all the complexities, the result is of no use. I won’t categorize the person as the most
successful person.
Q: Are leaders born, or they become?
SriSri: Both. There are some who are born leaders; there are others who become leaders when they come in
contact with good leaders. A good leader is one who creates more leaders not just followers.
Q: In the corporate world, what is the way one can sharpen one’s mind to deliver better?
SriSri: Take care of your food, take care of your exercise and do take time for some meditation and relaxation.
And to add to this, I would say, take interest in some art form. See in business you are using lot of left brain, a lot
of left brain activity is happening in business. So you have to balance with the right brain activity also. So in
right brain activity you need to engage yourself with some painting, music, poetry. These things will de nitely
complement your personality. This will de nitely help you in enhancing your abilities.
Q: How to balance between individual ambitions and vision of the organization?
SriSri: When you ask me the question of balance, I would say do you know how to ride a bicycle? How do you
balance it?
Exactly the same way balance your individual ambitions and the vision of business. Something in
you pinches when you go out of balance. Listen to that. Don’t just ignore it, acknowledge it
and come to the center. Whenever you go out of balance in any aspect of life, listen to your
inner voice. There is some pinch that happens. If you have ignored your family, it pinches
you. If you have ignored your social commitment, it pinches you. If you are ignoring
your business, it pinches you. If you are ignoring your spiritual practices, it pinches
you. So wherever anything pinches you, come back to the center. And if you are too
sel sh, it pinches you! And if all the hundred per cent you earn and want to spend
on yourself, it pinches you deep inside. You say, I must contribute; I must share
what I have with others. And if you are too much into social activities and
completely ignoring your kids, your spouse, your mothers, your grandmother,
then that also pinches you. Then do a little bit there. That is how you balance.
And I tell you, if you are spontaneous in your action and that spontaneity
comes with clarity in mind and purity in heart.

Q: How to make my employees happy?
SriSri: Your personal interaction with them. By creating a
cordial environment, in fact. Even if you want to pull up someone,
do it very cordially. When you communicate with people and give
them the idea that you are there to help them to grow, they change.
So as responsible head of any company, you need to have that
personal mentorship with all your employees.
Second, share a Meal and Meditation with them every day. I would say
M&M in the afternoon! Everyone sit together, have a meal. And before
the meal do ten minutes of meditation, deep relaxation. That will make a
diﬀerence. And it has made a diﬀerence in hundreds of companies. I have
got reports from so many places! People’s health has become better, their
alertness has improved, productivity has improved, and commitment has
improved. And generally people feel a sense of well being even at the end of the day.
Usually you are not in the same state of energy as you walk into the oﬃce in the
morning and when you leave the oﬃce. But with meditation you go back home with the
same freshness as when you left home in the morning. This is the power of meditation. I’m so
glad to hear that the latest research, where the scientist have said that meditating just for eight weeks
changes the structure of the brain, it makes all the diﬀerence. It’s such an important revelation or discovery. Of
course, we have known this, experienced this since centuries, but today the scientists have documented it,
that’s even more interesting.
Reference: Management Mantra- Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
Aspects of good leadership-Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

“Yatra Yogeshvarah Krasno
Yatra Partho Dhanur-dharah
Tatra Sri, Vijyo Bhutih
Dhruva Nitir Matir mama”
(Concluding Verse of Bhagwad Gita)
“Where there is Krishna, the master of Yoga (balance),
and Arjuna, the weilder of bow (the master of technology),
there shall be found wealth, victory, general welfare and
unwavering justice and Niti the ethical sense.”

IFIM B Scholl started in year 1995

20 Glorious Years of Transformation
that made the capital market accessible
to the common man. He was an ardent
believer that the development of our
economy and removal of poverty could
be achieved only by permitting free
market forces to prevail, and provide

Form the Editor’s Desk

equal opportunities to access and
leverage private capital raised through
the stock exchange system. In parallel, Mr
Dhirubhai Ambani had begun

With great joy, excitement and humility, I extend my warm greetings to all members of the
IFIM family as we enter our twentieth year. Our journey at IFIM—from 1995, when we began
as a humble institution with ambitious dreams—has given us the pleasure of achievement
and the delight of creative determination.
In our hearts, IFIM, no doubt, has a special place, for many reasons. In academia, industry,
among alumni and prospective students too, IFIM has grown to be extraordinary,
encouraging innovation, oﬀering new courses, new pedagogy, new outreach, new thoughtleadership and renewed understanding of the social issues. The IFIM community—a diverse
group of faculty members, staﬀ, parents, alumni and students—add to our distinctive and
forward-looking philosophy:
The meaning of life is to nd your gift. The purpose of life is to give it away.
As we write a new chapter in the history of IFIM, we also passionately renew our pledge to
continue to remain rooted in our founding values and spirit. We pledge to keep our promise
of continuously sharing knowledge through true learning and enriched insights.
I invite you to join us as we thank the almighty for bringing us to this wonderful day as we
celebrate the twentieth year of our alma mater. On behalf of all members of IFIM, I express our
heartfelt gratitude to our founder, Shri V. B. Padode, who has been a pillar of support and
inspiration in making us who we are. I also salute all of you who have strived to make IFIM the
great institution it has grown to be today.
We humbly acknowledge our responsibility to carry this exemplary endeavour forward with
renewed vigour. I am honoured to have the opportunity to lead this great institution and
cherish the support of each IFIMite in achieving success. Let us walk hand in hand to live our
dream.
“We do not need magic to change the world, we carry all the power we need inside ourselves
already: we have the power to imagine better.” – JK Rowling
Director
Dr. Madhumita Chatterji

developing Reliance as an empire by
Sanjay Padode
Centre for Developmental Education
(CDE) was a society established in 1983 by
philanthropists who endeavoured to
bring a positive change in the society
through education. Prof N S Ramaswamy,
one of the doyens of management
education and the founding Director of
IIM Bangalore, initiated the journey
o ﬀe r i n g c o u r s e s i n m a n a g e m e n t
aﬃliated to the Bangalore University. This

raising capital from the Dalal Street and
demonstrating to the entire nation that
all citizens of this country have an equal
opportunity to aspire to be wealthy and
can make it, if they learn fast, dream big
and work hard. A few years later, in 1993,
the government dismantled the license
regime and opened the economy under
the leadership of our then Prime Minister
Mr PV Narshimha Rao and the then
nance Minister Dr Manmohan Singh.

period was well before the era of
liberalization, the and Dalal Street (the
street which houses one of the world’s
oldest stick exchanges viz Bombay Stock
Exchange) itself was only known to the
speculators and businessmen who
dabbled in trading to manage their
wealth or usur p well established
companies through hostile acquisition
bids.
Soon after, in 1986, an oﬃcer of the Indian
Revenue Ser vice, Mr Vijaysingh
Balchandji Padode, quit the service and
ventured on his own to set up a journal

V B Padode & Pratap
Padode along with
Dr. Manmohan Singh,
DSIJ Corporate
Excellence Awards
In Delhi in 1993
First Convocation

The country embraced free-market capitalism,

International Management (IFIM), an

Right from the get-go, this institution believed

Besides the addition of the residential campus

the Dalal Street started to transform from

autonomous institution approved by the All

and practiced that students must be given

the institutional campus of 1.5 acres has seen its

“Dhotiwallahs” (a term used to denote the stock

India Council for Technical Education (AICTE).

opportunities to learn and develop knowledge

hostel with a well equipped gym, mess facilities

broker in India based on their traditional attire) to

Mr Padode identi ed Dr Anil Rawat as the rst

and skills in as many areas of management as

and a nice playground. built up area grow to

“Suit wallahs” (the novo stockbrokers, English

Director to establish this institution in a rented

possible. In spite of being a small school, it

more that 110,000 square feet. The new campus

speaking and attired in western clothing). The

premise at Banashankari in Bangalore. The

oﬀered the largest spread of electives; one

was, and continues to be, surrounded by the likes

demand for trained manpower, which could

institution quietly gained momentum by hiring

among the rst to introduce the concept of dual

of Infosys and Wipro who were busy making a

manage scale, innovate, collaborate and acquire

some great faculty including a Dean Prof

specialization in the late nineties.

mark in the global information technology arena.

business, grew exponentially.

Vijaysarathy who voluntarily retired from IIM

As both hard and fast infrastructure was gaining

The new economic environment surrounding

Bangalore. This duo of Dr Rawat and Prof

foot, the regulator, AIC TE, insisted that

the new campus had its in uence in

Vijaysarathy laid a very strong foundation of

institutions in India own their campus. In 1999,

transforming the Institute of Finance and

academic rigor and the spirit of uncompromising

the management approached the KIADB for

International Management into IFIM Business

focus on quality of faculty and academic delivery.

allocating land in Electronic City, a budding

School. By this time Dr Anil Rawat had moved on

Since the pedigree of the founders was

technology corridor. The, then Commissioner of

to pursue his ambition of building his own

associated with the capital markets, it was natural

KIADB Mr Shankarlinge Gowda, was impressed

institution and Prof Vijaysarathy had become the

that the curriculum of this institution aligned

with IFIM’s business case that he amended the

Director. The growth of IFIM Business School

itself with the needs of the nancial services

provisions to accommodate educational

continued as it was now being recognized as one

industry and this institute gained a reputation

institutions in Electronic City. He also expedited

of the top fty business schools of the country.

that remains till date in this industry.

the allocation of land of 1.50 acres to the institute

The school’s diploma program was granted

in the year 2000.

equivalence to degree program by the

The rst phase of the campus construction began

Association of Indian Universities (AIU) in 2002,

in 2001 and the institute moved from its rented

and was awarded its accreditation by the

premises in the year 2003 to its present location

National Board of Accreditation in the year 2007.

‘B-School of the year - 2013’ by Bangalore Management Association

During this time, the journal promoted by Mr V B
Pa d o d e —T h e D a l a l S t r e e t I n v e s t m e n t
Journal—was taking shape of India’s leading
business and investment magazine. As a keen

and permanent campus. Starting from 2003 the

observes and a visionary thinker, Mr. V B Padode

campus infrastructure at IFIM Business School

intuitively recognised the challenge that India

has been growing year on year. Starting with a

faced: the lack of a robust education

small building of 17000 square feet, the campus

infrastructure to meet the growing needs of the

has now grown to include a 2.2 acre of residential

industry. Proactively, he began expressing his

campus with 270 single seater, wi enabled

interest in supporting educational institutions,

16th Convocation Presided by Shri N R Murthy

which would help ll in this rising demand for

The strong foundation spun around the core of

managers.

“Quality,” led the institution to expand into other

In the year 1994, Mr V B Padode introduced—by

areas of management and soon IFIM was oﬀering

his good friend Mr Y S Hegde, who was then the

HR, Marketing, Finance, International Business,

The IFIM Business S chool was keen on

Managing Director of Canbank’s Housing

Operations and Information Technology

supporting the developing local ecosystem of

venture—to the promoters of CDE. Mr. Padode

programmes, transforming this institution from

information technology companies, which was

immediately sensed the potential of CDE in

being

making global impact by supporting foreign

bringing about positive change, and invested in
establishing the Institute of Finance and

Permanent Campus - Phase I

nance focused institution to a full-

edged business school.

Birth Place of IFIM(Rented Campus)

multinationals.

‘Eﬀective Industry-Institute Engagement’ Award at the
Indian Management Conclave,

In response, IFIM became one of the few schools
to oﬀer an AICTE approved full time program in
International Business in 2007. The school was
the

rst to establish a corporate sponsored

nancial laboratory with a live ticker tape from
the leading stock exchanges of the country. It
was also the rst to oﬀer a program on Business
Analytics in collaboration with IBM to working
executives. This program is one-of-its-kind as it
permits the students to attend classes virtually
and participate in all class activity virtually.
Another

rst by IFIM Business School is the

introduction of Work Integrated Learning
Programs (WILP), which allow the student to gain
two year work experience whilst studying a
curriculum that is equivalent to a full time
program.
IFIM Business School by this time had also grown
to be a renowned executive development centre.

believed that teaching without research is like a

IFIM Business School was able to introduce the

and delivery methods. It is the rst business

vehicle without tyres. Research was the process

MBA program oﬀered by Auckland University of

school in the country to introduce a 4.5 months

of keeping the curriculum and knowledge up to

Technology (AUT) in the year 2006. The Minister

internship program (Industr y Internship

date. Thus, IFIM Business School became one of

of Education from New Zealand launched this

Program) as an integral part of its curriculum with

the rst few private business schools to create a

program in India. However, it could not last due

academic credits assigned to it. This program has

position of a Director dedicated for Research and

to the stringent regulations laid out by the AICTE.

been appreciated and awarded by many leading

Conferences. Prof M R Gopalan who had just

IFIM Business School has been fortunate to

management forums and is extremely well

retired from IIM Bangalore took on this role and

attract faculties from leading business schools to

appreciated by the corporate world.

developed IFIM Business School’s research

address students and even take full courses,

Theinnovative Personality Enhancement

journal “Focus” in the year 2005. He also went on

which are part of the program. So also its faculty

Program (PEP) creates con dent, positive

to institute “Convergence” an annual academic

has had the privilege to teach full courses in

managers who have the ability to handle

conference to be held in our campus for

universities in Europe, New Zealand and USA.

complex business situations.

providing opportunity to the international

IFIM Business School students are privileged to

The transforming world, transforming India and

academia to discuss their research propositions

share their classroom and residential space with

the ability of IFIM Business School to transform

not only with each other but also with the

exchange students who are on campus from

aspiring young minds to be responsible business

corporate world. The rst such conference was

countries such as Germany, France and Italy. Our

leaders of tomorrow must go on and will go on.

held in the year 2007 and has now become a

students regularly visit campuses of our

The last 20 years of this transformational journey

sought after event in the country. The last

collaborating institutions to learn courses being

has just created a solid foundation for this

conference had participation from more than 15

oﬀered by them and also to intern in a foreign

institution to grow and emerge as a leading

countries and witnessed more than 150 paper

environment.

University in the area of management in the

presentations. Under the leadership of Prof

Academically, IFIM Business School has always

future.

Gopalan our faculties produced many respected

been at the forefront for innovating new courses

research publications, case studies and authored
many books that are currently being used in
curriculum oﬀered by other reputed institutions
in the country.
Th e q u e s t fo r I F I M B u s i n e s s S c h o o l t o
internationalize led it to collaborate with many
reputed universities in the world.

Its faculty regularly developed and delivered
management and executive development
programs for the working professionals. It also
launched a certi cate 1-year weekend program
for working professionals. The Ministry of
Finance, Bhutan sent oﬃcers to the executive
development centre of the business school to be
trained for three years in a row.
The faculty of IFIM Business School always

Permanent Campus today

20th FOUNDER'S DAY CELEBRATIONS

Giving Back Good as we Get
Dr. Madhumita Chatterji

Our SIPs encourage students to participate in

Where is the life we have lost in living?

grass root projects—in collaboration with over a

Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?

dozen NGOs at the beginning—to experience the

Where is the knowledge we have lost in

stark realities on the ground. These SIPs have now

information?

evolved into more large scale and immersive

T. S. Eliot asked these questions in 1934 (Choruses

involvement with NGOs like CRY and Janaagraha.

from the Rock). Eight decades later, we are still

Today, IFIM’s V.B. Padode Sustainability Centre

grappling to nd answers.

ensures that every student who walks through

This search has driven IFIM to nd creative ways to

the portals of IFIM is engaged socially responsible

integrate the human aspect in management

activities. The inspirational dream of this centre is

education, inculcate social sensitivity, and

to “co-create a better world” and its focus is to

encourage multi-dimensional professionalism in

build “community connect.”

the future leaders. Here, we believe ‘organization’

Sustainable entrepreneurship

brings together ‘organic’ and ‘ization,’ which when

Apart from the various courses on business ethics

combined means ‘bringing a process to life’. It is

and corporate social responsibility, we are also in

the subjective culture of an organization that

the process of constituting a chair in

decides its objective delivery. If this harmony is

organizational innovation and sustainable
entrepreneurship in collaboratio n w i t h
Buurtzorg, Netherlands.
Furthermore, IFIM successfully launched three
signature activities besides blood donation,
waste management, health check up camps:
Shiksa Adhaar caters to the un-included section
of the society by providing education to over 60
children from the nearby village and slums.

not understood, then there is the danger of ego

Kanyathon is a crusade against female infanticide

driven leadership. Leadership has to strive for

by creating awareness through “Save the Girl

wisdom and humility to ensure a ful lling life for

Child” campaign.

all.

SAFE or “Students Against Female Exploitation” is

In today’s VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex and

a 24/7 helpline for women in Electronic City.

ambiguous), world business schools have to

Our belief is that creating awareness about

encourage creative disruption and

human values, responsibility and ethical

transformation to keep hope alive. These are the

behaviour would help to create conviction that

driving forces behind the various socially

one has to move beyond the “economic man” to

responsible initiatives that IFIM introduced to

the “manifestation of perfection, already present

create the compassionate leaders of tomorrow.

in man (Swami Vivekananda)”

Socially Involved Projects (SIPs)

Building the Nation’s Management Bandwidth
Rajesh Jasial
The testimony to the success of IFIM’s work so far is in our alumni placed in
leadership positions in top tier organizations across industries, worldwide. The
18 batches of over 2000 management graduates who’ve graduated from IFIM
so far belong to the IFIM family, giving us nancial, academic and networking
support, that is critical in keeping the institution relevant.

Anshuman Mishra
Company - Genpact
Designation - Vice President
Message: IFIM shaped my thinking and made me capable of facing
the world. I will always cherish my stay at IFIM and will love to be
associated with my alma mater. My congratulations and best wishes
to IFIM on their 20th anniversary.

‘Focus’ on research and discourse

Aparna Purohit

Dr. R. Satish Kumar

Company : JP MORGAN CHASE

IFIM’s “Focus” is an international management

Designation: Team Lead

journal (ISSN: 0973-9165), which began in 2005,

Location: Bangalore

with the focus of sharing knowledge, ideas and

Message: IFIM has been the stepping-stone for my career, and made

insights among academicians and industry

me what I am today, it made all my dreams come true. I am proud to

practitioners. Focus aims to bring research-

be a part of IFIM family.

backed insights to practice, bridging the gap

Moreover, IFIM’s Centre for Research (CFR)

between academia and industry. Bi-annually, we

encourages members of teaching faculty towards

publish peer-reviewed research, case studies,

conducting independent research and

book reviews, and pro les of successful corporate

publishing journals of international repute. The

leaders both from academicians and industry

centre also sponsors members of faculty in

practitioners.

expanding their quali cation, by means of post-

Location: Bangalore

With guidance and inspiration from our Chairman

dotoral programs from reputed universities from

Message: As I head my company today, I thank IFIM for providing me

Sri V.B. Padode, and Dr.M.R.Gopalan (Chief Editor

USA and Europe.

with the knowledge, skill and attitude to manage and lead myself and

Rohit Phillips
Company: Fahrenheit Communications
Designation: Managing Director

of Focus in its budding years), we continue to

my company. There are large number of intangibles of the training we

contribute positively towards international

received at the expert hands of our teachers which I realize now that

discourse in management education.

how useful it has been for me. IFIM, you rock! Do well. Best wishes for
20th year.

Inspirational hardware: Philosophy of architecture
Mahadevan

Our students are well fed in the canteen, that oﬀers

Simplicity is ultimate sophistication – Leonardo da

a variety of food, safe and clean.

Vinci

At IFIM, we believe that great spaces can inspire,

At IFIM, our inherent philosophy of ‘healthy body

in uence and enhance the lives of their users and

leading to healthy mind’ inspires the way we build

the community. Our infrastructure is constructed

and shape our structures. Here, healthy body refers

with focus on the free ow of energy (light and air)

to the infrastructure and mind to knowledge. Our

and information. At IFIM, we focus not only on

‘temple of learning’ is supported by three pillars of

oﬀering the best education to our students, but

education: teaching and learning, research, and

also on creating a congenial and inspirational

extension activities. Our learning environment

environment, where students can learn and grow.

Sponsored
Feature

in uences every one of us to learn and excel in his
or her eld of choice.

The Jaisalmer stone was selected for its down-toA beautifully crafted amphitheater welcomes you

earth visual appeal and the polished black granite

at the entrance, followed by a towering building

for its in nitesimal character. Thus the building

surrounded by greenery. A neatly laid out waiting

appears to have sprung up from the earth yearning

area ensures that you are comfortable, as you wait.

to reach the skies, representing the aspirations of

Classrooms are designed to create the right

young minds to reach the higher echelons of

environment for learning. They are spacious, airy

managing life. – Architects of the campus.

and well lit. They are equipped with modern
educational tools to support various modes of
academic delivery.
Computer labs have modern IT infrastructure,
complete with relevant hardware and up-to-date
software. Library stocks the most current and
relevant learning material—books, journals and
audio-visual content—for the use of our students.
AIU accreditation - 2002

Predictive Analytics and Descriptive Analytics to
start with and soon proceed to topics Services
Sciences, SOA, Cloud and Social Collaboration.
Commenting on the collaboration with IFIM, Ms.
Hwee Lee said, “Career Education for Business
Transformation (CEBT) Program is a perfect
example of IBM’s commitment to software
education and an honest attempt to nurture the
skills that industry needs. This new generation of
business managers with analytical skills would
be best equipped to perform in the dynamic
industry.”
Mr. Sanjay Padode Secretary - Centre for
Developmental Education, IFIM, said, “In
today’s world students need to be equipped
with the knowledge and skills that will make
them continuously employable. At IFIM, we focus
on keeping our curriculum concurrent to the
needs of the industry. Business Analytics has
been made a core course and we are delighted

Academic Interface @ IFIM
Prof. Chowdari Prasad

to its students. I t facilitates access to

At IFIM, we believe in creating facilities needed

presentations, case study and assignments,

not only for delivering quality education, but

conducting quizzes and class tests.

also towards inspiring students to be well-

Learning Resources Centre/Library (LRC)

rounded business professionals. In this

The institute has a well-equipped LRC with a

endeavour, we’ve taken several steps.

seating capacity for 50, consisting of 12,217
books, 112 journals/periodicals, 3000 e-books,
4000 e-articles, 11 newspapers, 105 back
volumes of journals, and project reports. Library
Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) is made
available to students.
Computing Facilities
Students have the facilities of connecting to the

Centres of Excellence

digital nervous system of the IFIM knowledge

The Centre of Excellence in Personality

base through a Wi-Fi network across the

Development seeks to empower students by

institutional and residential campus. The

enhancing their life sk ills through the

laboratory has over 130 systems (P4 Intel) with

Personality Enhancement Program (PEP). The

access to the Internet round-the - clock

Centre for Research (CFR) fosters a healthy

dedicated lease line connectivity.

research environment and facilitates pursuit of

Finance Laboratory

quality research. The Centre for

The Prabhudas Lilladher Finance Lab imparts

Entrepreneurship (CFE), in partnership with the

practical knowledge and real world experience

National Entrepreneurial Network (NEN),

to complement the students ‘in class’ theoretical

encourages creation and incubation of new

learning, by simulating the best trading rooms in

enterprises. The V.B Padode Centre for

nancial capitals around the world

Sustainability, in collaboration with Infosys,

IBM Business Analytics Laboratory

engages students on sustainability themes such

The IBM Business Analytics Lab provides

a s b i o - d i v e r s i t y , g e n d e r, a n d w a s t e

software for CEBT trainings, to address the

management. The Centre of Excellence in

increasing need for T-Shaped skills in the global

Banking (CEB) imparts understanding about

market place. The programme brings together

best practices in banking. Centre for Continuous

the latest software content, real-world industry

Employability (CCE), assists students with career

experiences, hands-on lab course, best practices

counselling, placements and internships, while

and case studies all into a single unique

managing alumni and corporate relations.

education programme, in the areas of

Learning Management System (LMS)

descriptive analytics, predictive analytics and

IFIM’s LMS provides extensive and rich resources

services science.

Identifying needs, lling gaps
Prof. M.H. Sharieﬀ
Never discourage anyone who continually makes

Multi-dimensional learning

progress, no matter how slow. ~Plato.

Our EDPs use an innovative multi-dimensional

At IFIM, we agree with Plato, though partly. In

approach of directed learning—seminars,

today's VUCA world (volatility, uncertainty,

workshops, lec tures, small/large group

complexity and ambiguity), executives must be

discussions, case studies, role playing and

adept at moving quickly out of their comfort

strategy simulation. We bring together a

zones to build new capabilities. In order to

multiple methods to forge new ways of

facilitate this, we at IFIM—a restless bunch of

advancing strategic decision-making

innovators—enable a paradigm shift in business

capabilities, to think faster and more creatively

thinking, through constant innovation. Training

about current competitive strategies, to discover

young minds in the basics of business

solutions and apply them for competitive

management is only one part of the equation,

advantage.

enabling professionals gain the skills needed to

For-the-job training for corporates

progress in their careers is necessary to make up

IFIM's faculty has been at the forefront in

the meaningful whole.

providing world class training for both freshly

As educators, we believe in making positive

recruited employees as well as middle and

contributions to the entire spectrum of

senior level executives in corporate leadership.

management education. Our executive

Our customized ser vices have helped

programmes are a step in this direction.

employees of leading Indian companies and

Relevant and innovative programmes

MNCs such as EMC2, Volvo, John Crane, Indian

At IFIM, we understand the gap between

Defence Services, HGS, CANARA Bank, HAL, and

management academics and real practical

Schneider. We also conduct several short

application of the learning. In an eﬀort to ll this

duration certi cation programs in the various

gap, our Executive Development Programmes

areas of management in partnership with

(EDPs) explore areas that are new and relevant

leading corporate and certifying bodies like IBM,

for the industry. Some of our programmes are:

CFA (USA).

•

Strategic Thinking for Competitive

Advantage,
•

Value Creation at the Firm Level,

•

Key Performance Metrics,

•

Managing Critical Resources,

•

Create a Market and Customer

Orientation,
•

Building a High-Performance Culture,

•

Leading Teams for Success,

•

Wellness and Management Success.

Faculty Addressing Italian Business Executives

Blazing newer trails
Prof. Rajarshi Chakraborthy

It aims to produce professionals who are

At IFIM, our vision is to “nurture holistic, socially

physically t, which, we believe, is very much

responsible and continuously employable

required to cope up with the stress levels in the

professionals”. We endeavour to transform

corporate world.

individuals from a corporate amateur to a well-

Integrated internships

tuned professional—enable the meaningful

IFIM business school insists on a comprehensive

metamorphosis from a mere caterpillar to a well-

and unique internship—4.5 months (19 weeks

designed and powerful butter y. In order to

approximately) long, integrated into the

achieve this, at a successful rate, continuously, we

curriculum of the program carrying 20 credits.

need to nd newer, engaging, innovative ways of

The industry internship programme (IIP) aims to

education—step outside the boundaries of

be the bridge between campus and corporate, to

standard academic delivery.

enable a smooth and healthy transition. Each

Personality Enhancement Programme (PEP)

student, also gets the guidance of a faculty

One such ways is the widely popular personality

mentor and an industry mentor, encouraging

enhancement programme (PEP). Stemming from

fruitful and long lasting corporate relationships.

our understanding that education doesn’t end at

On-going education

lectures and exams, PEP helps impart life-skills

Our vision to make students continuously

and personality development initiatives to

employable steered us in the direction of oﬀering

ensure a well-rounded development of students

24-months, tailor made courses for corporate

occurs. This programme, running for the entire

professionals across sectors. Our unique

duration of the degree, focuses on enhancing

curriculum is based on the contemporary

written and verbal communication skills,

philosophy of total enterprise management by

i n t e r p e r s o n a l s k i l l s, s o c i a l a n d e t h i c a l

integrating the functional areas.

responsibility, and leadership skills.
Our Lifestyle Active Program (LAP)

IFIM Business School’s WILP (Work Integrated

beginning. Sponsored by one of India’s premier

Learning Program) is an innovative 2-year PGDM

broking houses, the ‘Prabhudas Lilladher Finance

program in which a corporate internship is

Lab’ at the IFIM campus is a rst of its kind Finance

integrated into the curriculum and forms an

Lab that provides live and simulated equity

integral part of academic learning.

trading, futures and options in equity, currency

In an eﬀort to equip students with skills needed

and commodities.

at a workplace, we oﬀer a one-of-its-kind EPGDM

At IFIM, we constantly endeavour to make our

in Business Analytics, in association with IBM. This

students better individuals, better professionals.

course is delivered by a blend of high quality and

In this endeavour, we continuously innovate and

highly experienced faculty from IFIM and IBM.

nd exciting new ways to engage students. The

Hands-on learning

above are only the top of the iceberg. Every year,

IFIM brings hands-on, lab-based learning to

every course, every lecture, every class, there is

management education, enabling students get a

on-going innovation every step of the way.

glimpse of their future in the industry. The
Business Analytics Lab on campus is simply the
IFIM meets Corporate- A joint initiative between
Times of India & us

Ecity Campus – I (2003-2005)

IFIM B School

Quest for excellence
Dr. Gunjan Mohan Sharma

norms and constantly update ourselves to suit

What a piece of work is a man! How noble in

the requirements and meet the expectations of

reason! How in nite in faculty! In form, in moving,

outside world.

how express and admirable! In action how like an

For IFIM, excellence is to abound or excel in both

angel! In apprehension how like a god! The beauty

in what we are and in what we do and since this

of the world! The paragon of animals!

is so; the pursuit of excellence is both a goal and

[William Shakespeare, Hamlet, act 2, scene 2]

a mark of self-maturity for us. Our quest for

I recognize that these words of Hamlet were

excellence is driven by right values, priorities

spoken in irony. Yet, there is so much of truth in

and motives. The pursuit of excellence mean

them. They describe the great potential

hard work and diligence, which take on various

excellence of men and women. If Shakespeare

forms—research, learning, study, planning and

had written nothing else, I think he would have

brainstorming for ideas etc. It also well means

been remembered for these few words of

swimming against the tide and sometimes

soliloquy.

navigating the rocky and swift rapids of life. It

More often than not, all of us want to be that

will often be exhausting and bring us up against

Olympic athlete standing on the podium

that which is really beyond us. The pursuit of

receiving the Gold Medal, but not all are willing

excellence in the execution of our daily routine

to go through the process necessary to get

or special projects is something that is pursued

there. Achieving excellence isn’t easy. The Gold

by God’s strength. In our quest for excellence we

Medal athlete worked, studied and endured

always ask the question—Why do less than your

innumerable bumps and bruises to achieve its

best? It’s the relentless pursuit of excellence that

moment of glory.

Among and alike such

gives us the focus and the juice to become

achievers, IFIM has spent countless hours

something more, and to make things happen.

working, sweating and whetting its skills, as an

We always aspire to stand a little taller, to rise a

educational institute, until it achieved and

little higher, and to be a little better.

touched the very best in everything. At IFIM, we

Our ISO 9000 certi cation for good academic

devote every waking moment to achieve

governance supplemented by accreditation by

excellence in our eld - of knowledge creation,

South Asian Quality Standards (SAQS) and our

co-creation and dissemination. We strive, think

perseverance of the highly acclaimed AACSB

creative, work hard and remain committed to

accreditation all stand testimony to our quest

enhance the eﬀectiveness of student learning

for excellence.

by promoting and supporting excellence in
curriculum processes and products as well as in
learning and assessment processes. We strictly
remain conscious of following standard quality

“Hands that stretches high to touch the stars,
never touches sand.”

Academic Interface at IFIM
Prof. Chowdari Prasad

Entrepreneurship and PGDM – Work Integrated

Management Education in India has been

Learning Program, which are also approved by

witnessing several ups and downs in recent

the regulator.

years, in particular from the time Indian

At IFIM, we believe that accreditations and

economy has opened up for liberalisation,

awards are as much reassuring achievements as

privatisation and globalisation. Introduction of

they are a mirror to our growth. With a view to

MBA Program about sixty

ve years ago is

aﬀording equivalence to university-oﬀered

attributed to Andhra University, Visakhapatnam

MBA Programs (approved by UGC), IFIM sought

(AP), XLRI-Jamshedpur and others followed by

clearance from Association of Indian

two IIMs in Ahmedabad and Kolkata. Today,

Universities (AIU) to enable our graduates take

there are about 4,000 B-Schools oﬀering various

up employment in national and multinational

types of management programs including

companies, as also pursue PhD programs in

through distance learning, online teaching,

India or abroad.

executive education, sectoral programs, and so

Further, in order to maintain high quality

on. This mushrooming of B-Schools in India calls

standards in all its autonomous PGDM

for immediate consolidation and streamlining

Programs, IFIM has enlisted for ISO-9001

to ensure that only those that are compliant

Certi cation. IFIM is approved of South Asian

survive and ourish.

Quality Systems (SAQS) of AMDISA in 2014.
Simultaneously IFIM has taken the initiative of
enrolling for yet another prestigious global
accreditation by AACSB International and
recorded the unique distinction of being given
acceptance of its Standard Alignment Plan (SAP)
in its rst attempt in the year 2014. Presently,

IFIM, Bangalore was started in the year 1995

the faculty and staﬀ as also all the stakeholders

with a batch of 31 students in its 2-year AICTE-

of IFIM are gearing up for submission of nal

approved PGDM program. In the last two

report and eagerly looking forward to receive

decades, it has grown steadily by keeping its

the coveted AACSB International accreditation

curriculum and pedagogical methods

next year.

comparable to top-ranked B-Schools. PGDMInternational Business and PGDM-Finance have
been added to its bouquet of programs.
Besides, Executive PGDM in Business Analytics
was launched in partnership with IBM, which is
also approved by AICTE. Two other programs
oﬀered are Executive PGDM in

Recruiters

Social Speak

"IFIM Business school helps develop an individual with the right mix which is required to get
into the corporate world. The big diﬀerentiator over other business schools is that it has a
4.5 month industry working internship, faculty with exposure to the corporate world, good
infrastructure and above all the curriculum that's industry ready."
Mr. Mithun Appaiah,

Guest of Honor
“MBA Graduates should be agents of change”
While addressing the students at the 13th convocation ceremony at the
IFIM Business School here. Bedi called upon the students to upload values
of the institute, bring in ethical practices at the work place and contribute
tremendously to make the country a great place to live in.
Dr. Kiran Bedi (IPS)

Customer Marketing Head-Channels, Britannia Ltd.

"Our experience in oﬀering Internship to PGDM students from IFIM B-School has been
an extremely positive one. These young talents showed a high level of con dence and
enthusiasm. We are extremely satis ed with the performance of all the interns and
would de nitely like to increase our engagement with the
B-School in the future.
Vikram R
Senior Manager – Forex Department
Axis Bank

“A Successful manager must be a great leader. Today the only
diﬀerentiator is innovation that comes only from a happy and hungry mind with
high aspirations. Hence your main challenge is to raise aspirations.
Shri N R Naryana Murthy

“TFSIN has had a good partnership with IFIM. We have found a high level of talent at IFIM,
with the students proving to be highly motivated, culturally adaptable and intellectually
curious. Both during the internship and the subsequent PPO the Institute has been both
proactive and supportive. We will look forward to taking this mutually bene cial relationship
to higher levels.”
Ms. Lekshmi Bhargavi
Vice President- HR & Administration, Toyota Financial Services India Ltd.

I am glad to know that IFIM Business School, Bangalore is celebrating Twentieth Year. The
institution has consistently maintained its number one position amongst all private B
Schools in Bangalore. IFIM’s vision “Leadership in Quality Management Education, Research
& Innovation, through Teamwork, with a focus on Development of Sustainable and Inclusive
Management Practices” has been the driving force towards achieving excellence. The
institution has set its sight much higher with the justi able aspiration to be a Centre of

“I was pleased to visit the IFIM Business School campus last year and was impressed
with the facilities. In its endeavour to promote capacity building in capital markets,
The BSE has entered into an arrangement with IFIM which envisages the conduct of
joint training and certi cation initiatives. The BSE is committed to supporting
IFIM Business School in promoting research in areas pertaining to capital markets."
Mr. Rajnikant Patel
CEO & MD, The Bombay Stock Exchange

Excellence in Management Education with a focus on Visionary Management and Dynamic
shared leadership, Quali ed and Competent Human Resources, State of the art
Infrastructural Facilities, Collaboration with Industry, R & D establishments , Vibrant
Placement & Training Cell and Alumni Collaboration These best practices and continuous
improvement through bench marking is helping in achieving quality teaching & learning,
Research, Innovation and Evaluation…etc. Wishing the Twentieth Year
Celebrations all the Success! Good Luck for the Silver Jubilee Year in 2020.

K. Balaveera Reddy
Former VC, VTU, Belgaum.

“Biocon rst took two interns from the PGDM program of IFIM two years ago. Both were
absorbed by us at the end of the internship, so when we approached IFIM this year, we
did so with the intent of lling in some permanent positions within the HR team.
The IFIM model of doing an internship for the last 6 months of their tenure at college,
with the option of absorbing those found suitable, is in my view an excellent way for
both the intern and the company to have a good look at each other, so that they can
take a more informed decision at the end.This year we have taken 5 interns and will be
absorbing 3 of them. All the interns have shown a keen desire to learn and contribute.
They are also fairly disciplined, well-adjusted and have displayed sound interpersonal skills.”
Mr. Ravi C. Dasgupta
Vice-President Group HR, Biocon

Alumni
“The 2 years at IFIM proved to be the grooming ground for me. The good mix of academia,
case studies and on-the-job training did wonders for my skills and trained me to be the
professional I am today."
MR. PRAVEEN SAHAI
Director of sales - India & SAARC Iomega-EMC2

"IFIM Business School has been the starting point of a great adventure for me. It gave me a
taste for a multicultural environment and a passion for international markets. This is also
where I started building my professional skills and career."
MS. MONSOON DHIR
Premier Wealth Manager, HSBC

"The program has helped me to understand the complex economic and political scenario
underlying the rapidly changing international business environment today. IFIM provides
this environment with a well structured program, pedagogy, diverse culture and team of
batch mates bringing rich experience from varied elds."
Mr. SIMANT ARUN
Deputy General Manager - Toyota Kirloskar

"I have experienced a great deal of personal growth during my time at IFIM, improving
speci c knowledge bases and managerial skills. During my time here, I have had the pleasure
of learning from top professors. The unique thing about IFIM Business School is the 6-month
industrial internship, which enables students to get great insight about the business,
organizational structure and culture of an organization before they are placed."
MR. B. SHREYAS RAO
Team Leader, Xchanging Technology Services Pvt. Ltd.

Alumni Meet 2012

IFIM College was started in year 2009

Wishing IFIM congratulations on completing the

20th year
milestone and many more years to come.
Best compliments from Canara Bank

Looking back Marching forward
begun to oﬀer management education through
multiple delivery channels to diverse interest
groups. In addition to full-time programs, the
institute oﬀers AICTE approved Executive
Programs, helping working professional do better
for themselves, through distance learning and
online delivery models.
At IFIM, we have a rich tradition of research, one
that we take seriously and uphold diligently.
Regular conferences and workshops bring
research scholars from across the globe to pool
their wisdom and present ideas. Our half-yearly
r e s e a r c h j o u r n a l — Fo c u s — c o n t i n u e s t o
contribute to international discourse on
management research, for the past ten years.
Our teaching faculty is among the most quali ed
and experienced across universities worldwide.
We strive to keep ourselves updated of the latest
developments, innovate, continuously seek
improvement in our work and strive for individual
and institutional excellence.
From time to time, we bring lecturers from
internationally acclaimed universities to speak to
our students and share their experiences. We also
send IFIM’s students on exchange programs that
facilitate educational experiences in universities
across the globe. We have collaborative
arrangements with premier institutions such as
Virginia Commonwealth University School of
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Surekha Shetty
Twenty years ago, the Institute of Finance and
International Management (IFIM), Bangalore was
established, under the aegis of Centre for
Developmental Education (CDE) with a focussed
objective of imparting quality management
education to it’s students. We began, humbly, with
31 postgraduate students, in 1995.
Since then, we’ve grown to hosting over 800
students pursuing various diplomas,
undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral
degree courses, both autonomous and of
universities. What began as our visionary founder
Shri V. B. Padode’s dream, has now, with his
continued guidance and inspiration, spread its
wings, taking us to greater heights. IFIM Business
School has been ranked consistently among the
top 1% B-Schools in the country.
As aware and intuitive educators, we observe that
there is an impor tant need for quality
undergraduate and postgraduate programs in
disciplines other than management too. To meet
this need, we slowly sowed seeds for the growth of
IFIM College, IFIM Law College, IFIM Institute of
Social Sciences and IFIM Centre for Distance
Learning oﬀering courses in the commerce, law,
information technology and social sciences. In
continuation of this endeavour, school of
vocational studies, media and mass
communication, hospitality management,
banking and nancial services are also on the anvil.
With diversi ed and multi-disciplinary approach
in imparting superior quality higher education, it is
the aim of CDE to amalgamate all these academic
units into a full- edged Management University
with international standards.
Taking IFIM beyond the walls of the campus, we’ve

meritorious students to make higher education
accessible, inclusive and aﬀordable to all citizens
of India irrespective of caste, community, colour or
creed.
At IFIM, we believe in the power of knowledge. In
channelling this power appropriately, CDE will
leave no stone unturned to make IFIM a sought
after destination of higher studies by the youth of
the country and beyond. By 2020, we envision that
IFIM institutions will be bustling with a student
base of more than 10,000 and a matching number
of illustrious alumni placed all over the globe.

Business, USA; Ghent University, Belgium;
Sheﬃeld Hallam University, UK; The Manchester
Metropolitan University, UK; ESC Rennes School of
Business, France; Plymouth University, UK; Lubeck
University, Germany.
At IFIM, we envision education that not only makes
its students employable on graduation, but
throughout their lives. The Centre for Continuous
Employability (CCE) actively manages the job
placement process with the support of student
volunteers, senior faculty members, and
prominent alumni to ensure our students nd
suitable careers after their time with us. IFIM is
supported by a strong base of alumni (over 2000),
enriched various industries and corporates all
around the world in the last two decades.
In acting on our responsibilities, we at IFIM have
has chosen to address the needs of the socially
challenged by advocating literacy programs
through “Shikshaadhar.” We oﬀer scholarships to

CDE

CDE

CDE

CDE

2006-2010

2011-2015

2016-2020

2021-2025

Message from the Director
University Education

It gives me immeasurable pleasure to share my deep feelings with esteemed and honorable well
wishers of IFIM. We, the blessed members of IFIM family, are extremely delighted and joyful that
IFIM Business School has completed 20 years, a land mark of fruitful existence in its journey of
serving the society as a leader in Management Education. This phenomenal victory studded with
achievements is being celebrated on the happy occasion of Founder’s Day on 20st Feb 2015.
Our Founder Shri. V.B. Padode, Chairman, the man behind IFIM Group of Institutions has nurtured
them with his profound quality of enthusiasm, perseverance and vision; and has created a spring
board for many young aspirants to mould their successful careers. In uenced by the sacred
philosophy of ‘simple living and high thinking’ and possessing all the nuances of a great human
being, he leads us in our march to pinnacle of glory.
Within a short span of 20 years, IFIM has established its stamp as a progressive management
institution dedicated to the relentless pursuit of excellence through global standards set for
teaching and research. The cardinal and salient features at IFIM include integrated adoption of
business practices, focus on information technology and development of professional skills
required to manage percipient corporate.
The attractive placement pro le, cosmopolitan ambience, excellent research facilities and
achieving accreditations have been the hallmark of IFIM in its endeavor to deliver the
amalgamated knowledge and to drive the student and faculty to walk the non-traversed path of
seizing opportunities never thought of before; and to be the beacon for generations to come.
Shouldering the challenging and daunting responsibility to provide quality education and to
usher in more choices for students, IFIM has ventured in the recent past to launch IFIM College, IFIM
Institute of Social Sciences and IFIM Law College .
We at IFIM re-dedicate ourselves on this memorable occasion to make IFIM a university- an
Epitome of Excellence in Education by adhering to the philosophy-not to walk on beaten track but
to strike new routes.
With best wishes,
Prof. M.S. Lakshmi Narayanan

Ink
Blot

5 BEST WAYS TO GET THROUGH A BORING CLASS
5: Be physically present and mentally absent. Chanel your thoughts towards
the signi cant matters that concerns you the most-like, the crow that’s ying

Impartus would like to congratulate IFIM Business School, Bangalore for completing 20
glorious years. It brings me immense joy to have partnered with IFIM in its quest for quality
education. I wish many more fruitful years to the college.
Impartus is a leading technology company which develops innovative products and
solutions – covering hardware, software and services – transforming the existing delivery
mechanisms in the education sector. Headquartered in Delhi NCR, India, Impartus was
founded by a group of IIT and IIM alumnus and has built a formidable education technology
team pan India and abroad. Our e-learning channel partner is Pearson India.

outside the window. Think about his daily ying route; his food habits; gure
out the velocity and other aspects of his ight; watch him closely, you never
know, you might even nd his right-wing to be coloured, and there you go,
you’ve discovered a new species of a bird!

4: Observe your classmates. Have a very keen observation of what they do-watch out for
their yawns, ear-ring meddles; playing with pens, etc. Helps in studying human behaviour-just
like how they observe animals on Discovery channel. Personal experience suggests that
observation of your opposite sex is more amusing. Look out for the cutest girl/boy of your class.

Impartus is a comprehensive solution having lecture capture technology (automatic audio
video recording of classroom lectures) as its core feature. The access to recorded lectures and
other study material through Impartus enables students to virtually re-live their classroom
experience on anytime anywhere basis. It also assists the teacher in self-improvement.
Impartus is an amalgamation of hardware and software resources which is provided as a
turnkey solution to our customers. The end-user apps are available for all popular devices
(laptops, tablets) and platforms (Android, iOS, Windows). It is available in both Cloud as well
as on premise installation and has robust Live Streaming functionalities.

3: Invent a game. There’s nothing like playing a game inside a class. You just need a note-book
and a pen (which the writer guesses that you would carry along atleast to show you’re studious).
Use your imagination and you might come up with some cool game that you can pass around
so that others might bene t from your invention (Facebook was created along such lines).
You might even earn a cult status just like Mark Zuckerberg. And don’t worry if you’re
unimaginative-you always have ‘The dots game’ and ‘Tic-Tac-Toe’ to keep you going
(a special mention of thanks for those guys who invented the game).

2: Seek help from social media. I’m sure you’ll have a Social-networking account (if you haven’t
heard of the terms ‘FB’, ‘G+’ ‘Myspace’, then sorry to say that you’re one lifeless person whose only
aim in life is to get the highest grade… and this article doesn’t speak to you). So yeah, you just
need a mobile phone to update your status; your status shall be something like-”Put up in a boring
lecture :’( :’( (don’t forget to add the crying smileys-it adds up to the eﬀect). So, go ahead and post
It on your wall so that you help other jobless people to do something-like, ‘Liking’ your status.

1: Oh, What the hell? Find the good old last bench and snooze to your satisfaction. Just make sure you
sit behind the ‘fat-guy’ of your class.
Disclaimer: Any action followed by you on the basis of this article shall be deemed to be taken at your
own risk and responsibility. The writer cannot be sued under any circumstances.
SHIKHA

IFIM Institute of social science and IFIM Law College was started in year 2014

The Alter- Ego
'I am thou and thou art I'.
We are all but the same and even so
I cannot bear to be without you.
There is no connection and yet I feel connected...
I feel deprived without you, I wonder why?
You don't even exist for others,
No one even knows you, no one but me.
But why then? Why do I know you?
Why are you that part of me which never was needed to be?
So many questions, so many problem but
So little time...
I feel torn between two worlds...
Between 'You' and 'I'

Padam Bhusan Pati

Now On
Stands

“I WISH TO GET SPOOKED OFF SOMEHOW”
The sky is falling! The sky is falling! The sky is falling!
The tiring and rigorous life is beating me up every time I challenge it. These days the sudden urges of
getting spooked oﬀ from this monotonous life is taking a toll on me. Has the meaning of my desire and
destiny changed? I am being skeptical about my life.
Probably that was my inner self talking or the so called “scared me” brought those thoughts to my
mind maybe to caution me or scare me. But the intense feeling to get rid of the sky which is falling
on me has made it pretty obvious that I need a break.
Time is the mother here who is restricting me to take a ight like a phoenix discovering the unexplored
me. Knowledge is not just in the carved leaves bundled together but also in the togetherness of the
heavenly life forms which are still to traverse.
Still waits for the time when I will be all rugged with my other friends and leave on a blind expedition
to a very distant place. Then I would like to wander over the falling sky and go far away to unravel the
mysteries of the world.
“Dreams are not stationary,
Hold them tight,
If the dreams die oﬀ,
Life would be like a miserable,
Broken winged bird”.
So let’s live and get spooked oﬀ at times to explore the wilderness in us.
Swadhin Mishra

Life a t IFIM

Wishing IFIM congratulations on completing the

20th year
milestone and many more years to come.
Best compliments from Manjunath Tours & Travels

Message from the
Executive Chairman

Wishing IFIM congratulations on completing the

20th year
milestone and many more years to come.

On the historic occasion of 20th Founder’s Day, I am overwhelmed with pride and sense of
achievement. In our great country, there are many institutions that are older and many

Best compliments from Fair Deal Stores

have achieved more name and fame. But, what this 20 year old institution has achieved is
something unique. This uniqueness come from its values and traditions set forth by the
Founder, Shri V.B. Padode. In today’s commercial world, where there are hundreds of quick
operators oﬀering management education, IFIM stood apart by oﬀering value education.
The biggest challenge faced by educators in the present times is to prepare students for
the challenges of a globalised world. Students today face a world that continuously
demands new knowledge and abilities; a world that requires the student to become
adaptable and life-long learner in an ever changing scenario of new skills and
competencies. IFIM has met this demand fully and has been producing students who go
out to face the world, instilled with the con dence of being ‘continuously employable’.
My best wishes and hearty felicitations to all those who are associated with IFIM, for
completing 20 years of glorious existence. May you continue to achieve more glory in the
years to come.

Wishing IFIM congratulations on completing the

20th year
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With Best Regards
Dr. R.S. Nirjar

